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The advocates of sexual
correctness are trying to
take the danger out of sex,
but sex is inherently
dangerous.

Voice

Thursday,
April 15, 1999
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Judicial system reforms OlCd by Council "in concept"
Threeproposals given preliminary approval; little support for releasing violent offenders names
Heather Milum
Assistant News Editor
Campus Council inched closer to
opening up the campus judicial system on Tuesday, giving its tentative
approval to three reform proposals
in a straw vote. The three measures
approved for future discussion were
package proposed
part of a five-pa- rt
by Ryan Dansak '00, SGA vice

president
for student
affairs, and
K a r

t

1

u Bekeny
'99, SGA

i

president.
By a five to three vote. Council
defeated the most radical proposal,
which would have made the names
of all violent offenders available to
any member of the campus commu- nity upon request (See page 2 for
the vote totals and summaries of all
;

allowing identities to be revealed
is that it becomes extraordinarily
easy to trace the identity of the ace
Colleen
cuser,
Dunn '99 told the Voice later. "The
accuser also has the right to his or
her privacy. There is no way to resolve this issue without someone
feeling as if their rights are being
infringed upon.
But Dansak described the defeated mea
sure as a
"happy meMember-At-Larg-

i, j- ,A
-

.

'i

dium, under which
' the names
of violent offenders would be
"available but not broadcast."
Passed by Council was a measure
suggesting that summaries of the
judicial proceedings be released im
please see FINAL
LANGUAGE NOT YET
APPROVED; DEBATE
TO CONTINUE, page 2

five measures)
"One

.

of the primary issues with

photo v Lou Linwc

Council members LaTashia Reedus, Lisa Campanell Komara and Ryan Dansak debate the
issues.

Students march to take back the night and break the silence
Dan Shoktridge
News Editor

slogan became reA 20 year-ol- d
last
a half-hofor
Wooster
ality at
Thursday night Over 150 students
marched around the campus to "take
back the night from rapists, abusers and batterers.
"We claim the right to a safe camur

pus, safe community and safe
world," said organizer Anna

Campbell 01 before the march.
"This is an evening of support and

.

solidarity.
Around 130 women and 20 men
transformed a quiet Wooster night
into a public, vocal show of support
by marching around the edges of the
women taking a northcampus

ern route, men marching at the
southern edge

,

i
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The triumphant procession, just after converging
on the south side ofKauke Arch.

is this Saturday.
Best o luck. For more information, check out Part II of the
three-pa- rt
Housing Series this
7. .
page
week,
V Room draw

Watch "Saving Private
Rvan" in Mateer Audito
rium this Saturday night at 7:30
and 10:30 p.m.. Sponsored by
SAB. $1 admission required.

V

and converging at

Kauke Arch to show that the

Wooster community was united in
its stand.

1

1

IN;

The College's Jazz Ensemble
will perform on Sunday at 8:15
p.m. in McGaw Chapel, with Jeffrey Lindberg directing. Tickets
may be required.

"We're women, we're great.
don't f with
we're marvelous

us!" the women began to chant as
the crowd streamed out of the front
doors of Lowry Center, until a long
parade of women marched down
Beall Avenue before circling around

behind

.

Bissman,

Douglass,

Armington, Andrews and Kenarden.
The marchers were met with relative silence from those areas surrounding them, although a board
game was reportedly thrown at the

women from the third floor of
Kenarden Lodge and the men were
mooned by a passer-bThey were faced with a somber
reminder of the reality of rape and
y.

assault before the march in the
form of Annette Lusk, a survivor
from Doylestown, who spoke at
the invitation of the Women's Resource Center and the Office of
Security.
"Everything I had was taken away
V Richard

Figge and Chris
Matsos will star in "A
Walk in the Woods." an SAB

sponsored dinner theatre,
night, Friday and Saturday at
to-

6:30 p.m. at the College Underground. Ticekts are required.

from me that night, and I'll never

be that person again," Lusk told students. "To actually be the one to go

through it, you feel really alone."
"It was a living hell." Lusk said,
her eyes tearing up and voice catching in her throat as she recalled her
assault. "My life was ripped apart
that night ... what life I had was
gone."
session in
An
the Pit followed the march, with opportunities for survivors and supporters to share their thoughts and
experiences.
This year marked the fifth anniversary of Wooster 's first Take Back
The Night march,- - and organizers
say that it will continue, despite
criticism from various sectors of the
campus community.
The first Take Back The Night
march was held in New York City
in the 1970s, and have since spread
across the nation.
open-micropho- ne

Sunday is Family Day
tor taculty and stall memoers.

V This

Table tennis, bowling and bile
liards games are alll
p.m.
at Scot Lanes from to
half-pric-

1

1 1
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KEVORKIAN BEGINS HUNGER STRIKE: Assisted suicide advocate Jack Kevorkian has begun a hunger strike in prison in Michigan
him. "If we were mandated
and officials are declining to force-fee- d
force-feewe will. Otherwise we
prisoner,
a
d
by some legal authority to
Department of
Michigan
the
for
spokesman
a
said
to,"
going
are not
Corrections on Wednesday.
QUAYLE TO RUN: "The time has come to reset the moral compass," said former Vice President Dan Quayle in officially declaring his
campaign for the 2000 Republican presidential nomination on Wednesday. "We must not stand by and let our values be trashed," he said.
STARR BLASTS COUNSEL LAW: Testifying before a Senate committee on Wednesday, Independent Counsel Kenneth Starr criticized the
very law which created his office. Describing it as "constitutionally
dubious" and "structurally unsoundV Starr said that the act should not
but added that he would continue his investigation of
be renewed
President Bill Clinton.

WYNETTE BODY AUTOPSIED: After three of the late Tammy
suit against her doctor and
Wynette's daughters filed a wrongful-deat- h
brought up by the
questions
answer
husband, her body was autopsied to
he had requested
that
reporters
told
Richey,
George
husband,
suit. Her
the autopsy.

International
AS "END GAME" PLANS ARE MADE, PENTAGON CALLS
UP RESERVES FOR NATO: Several thousand reservists will very-

i.L.i., k oaiiosi nn tn cimrmrr NATO's Yugoslavian airstrikes. the Pentagon announced Wednesday. The troops will join an additional rash of
fightmilitary forces being sent to the region, including two dozen
this
Carolina
South
Base
Force
in
Air
Shaw
from
deployed
ers which
morning. The additional deployments come as NATO leaders said that
they were preparing for the "end game" in the military bombardment of
Kofi Annan
the Balkan region, and United Nations Secretary-Generwas meeting with European leaders to discuss a diplomatic end to th&
'
crisis in Kosovo.
V
F-- 16

to continue
Final language notyet approved; debate
involved the ideas done, and then worry
continued from page

J

.

NATO BLAMED FOR DEATHS OF 85 CIVILIANS: Yugoslav
officials said Wednesday that NATO planes killed 85 ethnic Albanians
in a bombing raid on a military convoy. NATO officials, meanwhile,
said that the pilots were trying to strike only the convoy, but stopped
when they saw the nearby civilian refugees.

ALGERIAN CANDIDATES WITHDRAW FROM ELECTION IN
PROTEST: Six of the seven candidates for the Algerian presidency
announced their withdrawal from the race on Wednesday, saying that
they "have decided to collectively withdraw from the presidential elections and will not recognize the legitimacy of its outcome"" in a prepared statement.
compiled by Dan Shortridge with information from CNN Online

Survivor Support System

of the next

se- -

mester.
The"

measure

second
ap-

proved on a tentative "basis
with the majority
of Council mem-

Nancy Anderson
Susan Clayton
Richard Figge
Heather Fitz Gibbon
Shila Garg
Mary Young

assis-

Ext. 2319
Ext. 2565
Ext. 2307
Ext. 2371
Ext. 2586
Ext. 2347

Hygeia

Kauke 31
Kauke 238
Kauke 7
Taylor 106
Kauke 132

Teople at least want a
decision made as to
whether we're going to
support this or not."
Colleen Dunn

bers abstaining

would modify
the regulations regarding the release
of campus alerts. Currently, alerts
are issued by the Office of Security
when the perpetrator of a crime is
unknown; the suggested change,
Dansak said, would force the issu- -

287-570-

Women's Resource Center:
0
Every Woman's House:
Student Health Center:

263-277-

19

The unofficial
vote was conducted to determine which measures had the support of a majority
of Council members, in what Col

lege Accounting
Supervisor John Plummer called "a
screening move."
Although the final text of the proposals had not been drawn up, sev;
eral Council members pushed for a
preliminary vote. "I want to get

cret vote.
Campus Council's records
consist only of the total votes
cast for and against a motion,
and are not itemized as in a roll
call vote. The names listed with
each measure were thus not
entered into the minutes.
,

Present and Voting:

?

Proposal 3: General information will be provided to the Voice
guidelines,
containing
membership, etc. i ,
Vote: 8 ayes, 0 nays, 0 abstentions

STUDENTS: Karl Bekeny '99; Ryan Dansak '00; D.J. Francis '00
(Chair); Maggie Odle '99; PatWatts '99

J-Bo-

ard's

ADMINISTRATION: LaTashia Reedus, assistant dean of students;
.
John Plummer; accounting supervisor

Result: UNANIMOUSLY
PROVED

FACULTY: Lisa Campanell Komara, women's tennis coach; Reuben
.
Settergren, mathematics
Also present at the meeting, but absent at the time of the vote, were
Colleen Dunn '99 and Associate Dean of Students Carolyn Buxton.

.

,

AP-

Proposal 4: Calling for the selection of a court reporter familiar
procedures and the
with
cases responsible for the dissemination of the information.
Vote: 3. ayes, (Bekeny, . Francis,
Watts), 5 nays (Reedus, Settergren,
Phimmer. Dansak. Reedus), 1 ab- stention (Odle)'..,'
;
J-Bo-

Not present were Director of Libraries Damon Hickey, Director of Athletics Bob Malekoff, Associate Professor of Philosophy Garret
Thomson, SAB President Kevin Godburn '00 and WVN Representa-- S
live Betsy Bare '01.

ard

Result: FAILED

;

Proposal 1: Making the names of violent offenders public by
of adirectory maintained in Galpin Hall, available upon request to ahyLj' JProtqsal. 5s Campus alerts
member of the campus community.
Vote: 3 ayes (Dansak, Watts, Francis), 5 nays, 0 abstentions
Result: FAILED

Proposal 2: Releasing summary of incident at the conclusion of the
hearing and appeals process, not at the end of the semester.
Vote: 7 ayes, 0 nays, 3 abstentions (Campanell Komara, Plummer,
Reedus)
Result: APPROVED
IPtl- -

emo-

2

(hotline)

263-102-

287-23-

of sexual,

Dansak.
"This has been discussed for the
oast two weeks," said Dunn. "This
is a hot topic of discussion ... I am
certainly feeling a lot of pressure to
make up our minds on it, she said.
"PeoDle at least want a decision
made as to whether we're going to
suoDort this or not.
Visiting Assistant Professor of
Mathematics Reuben Settergren initially opposed the straw vote. "Exactly what would change in the
'Scot's Kev'T' Settergren asked. "If
we are going to vote on something,
I'd like to see the language.
Council Chair D.J. Francis '00
had initially proposed that the group
enter executive session for the votes.
as thev were unofficial, but the ma
jority of members opposed a se

Judicial Board Reforms

2,

Other campus and community resources for survivors
tional, verbal or physical abuse or assault:

about the wording later," said

Roll Gall:

Students may also contact the College counselors at ext. 2319 or the
Campus Minister at ext. 2558. To report an assault, contact the Wooster
or Security at ext. 2590.
(emergencies) or
City Police at
9-9- 11

ance of alerts if an incident
any member of the campus community.
The final proposal to which Council granted its stamp of approval
would proin a unanimous vote
members
the
of
vide for the release
and governing procedures of the
Board.

means--

of faculty arid staff who are available to confidentially assist

survivors of, or Jhose who know survivors of, sexual assault. For
tance, contact:

1

mediately after the appeal process
is completed. The proposal would
modify the current system, under
which summary information for
all cases adjudicated during a semester is released at the beginning

al

A group

tposals passed

Three of 1

National

Ji.rrs

1ft

tH.

iff fft

should also include; campus

con-

cerns involving members of the
campus community.
Vote: 2 ayes (Bekeny, Watts), 1
nay (Campanell Komara), 5 abstentions (Settergren, Plummer,
Odle, Francis, Dansak, Reedus)

Result: APPROVED

'
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Congratulations, Seniors!
)

From now until May 3, reward yourself
with a new or previously owned Mazda

1999 Mazda 424

Ma

1999 Mazda Miata

-
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Author and activist Liam Mahoney describes his experiences as an "unarmed bodyguard" to a
group of students in Lean Lecture Hall Wednesday night. Mahoney has served as an unarmed
volunteer protecting human rights activists in Guatemala three times since 1987.

I

Judicial caseload stays steady
advisor to the Judicial Board, said that much

Dan Shoktkidge

of the summary information for the past

News Editob
The College's Judicial Board caseload has
,

sev-

eral years is unorganized and incomplete.
The judicial files also reveal that the recent
allegations of hazing made against the former
Kappa Chi section was not the first time that
the College has dealt with hazing this decade.
In the spring of 1996, an unnamed Greek organization was found guilty
of violating the College's
hazing policy "during sec-

remained steady since 1993. apparently not
impacted by an increase in major crimes on
campus during that same period.
A review of College judicial records by the
Voice highlights the dispar
ity between crimes referred
to police and those incidents

tion initiation,

au-

records

said. The group was placed
thorities.
on conduct probation for
From 1993 to 1996, there
1996-9- 7
and was not per
the
were 49 cases beard at
generally
mitted to accept new members during the
third level of the judicial system
reserved for the most serious violations. Yet same period.
there were a total of 152 major crimes (sex
Additional reporting by Heather Milutru
offenses, robberies, assaults and burglaries)
reported to civil authorities during that same
period.
From 1993 to 1997, for example, a total of
17 forcible sex offenses were reported to civil
authorities, but the Judicial Board dealt with
Thanks to the following organizations for :
only four cases involving sexual assaults. their, assistance and support during a
ofmajor
for
other
continues
pattern
The
, successful Women's Week 99:
fenses, including burglary and assault. In the
were
first category, 125 incidents of burglary
Pueblo de Esperanza; the South Asia
reported to authorities, but only; four cases
Committee; the Women's Situdjes Departwere heard at Level III. And in the latter, five
ment; Every Woman's House; Lowry
cases of aggravated assault were reported,
Center staff; campus offices which hosted
with three cases heard by the Board.
white ribbon stations; and our countless
Information for alcohol and drug violations,
t""
volunteers.
which are primarily adjudicated on Levels
was noLlmnJcdwlyyaiJ8bIf . vjr
One
km
AssoaateTJeati" 5? SftffchfTCafbly'rl BtfttdrT,"

1999 Mazda

1999 Mazda Tbucks

Paonct

Take advantage of this $400 rebate
and great financing options
for college students during this
Cet in. Be moved.

12 months and 12,000 miles

added to the remaining factory warranty for all Mazda Certified

Pre-Own-

ed

Vehicles,

.

Thankyou!

.
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dealt with by campus
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SS0-345-8G- G

,

Best used vehicles in the area
with the best warranties
All makes

and models
Bob Lake Mazda and Mazda Corporation
want to reward seniors for their hard work with a new
-

Please call or stop in

ufiekod Chambers

for details.

BOB LAKE

j Rooster
of
"4404 Cleveland Road

iOJiiAZDA

Hours: Mon & Thurs
Sal 9.5
. Tuc Wed. Fri
9-- 8;

V'Ji&45850S
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Letters: TBTN is not tor victims

juice, tears ofjoy
of
ought there to be, on God's great earth
nor
not,
is
There

Drops

To the Editor:

a food so exalted as that prince of foods, fruit juice. Drink
ing fruit juice is a privilege that many have. The world has
certainly not depleted its vast resources of
agents. Everywhere you look there is orange juice, apple
juice, grape juice, etc. N6w there are even those great fla
vors that are actually combinations ot airrerem iruns nice
and
They sound stupid but taste good.
Until recently, however, despite the onslaught of products from juice - making companies, the Lowry cafeteria
has been left barren of such delicious juices. All we naa to
quench our fruit juice cravjngs were those cheap Tnmlite
drinks that taste like the stuff kids make during kindergarten snack time.
However, the cafeteria now has real fruit juice. Shiny
new Minute Maid machines greeted the Lowry crowd a
few days ago, wowing students with actual juice, an added
bonus to an already stacked Lowry menu.
But seriously, it's nice to see small things like this hap
pen that are not the result of grueling petitions from SGA 1
or Campus Council. It s good to know mat aespne an me
flak that Dining Services gets from students, they still put
forward, solid products.
Kudos to Lowry for giving us juice, FRUIT JUICE! !
juice-maki-

boysenberry-grape-apple-starru- it.

mango-cherry-ki- wi

O

o

o

Every 15 seconds in the United
States a woman is beaten, raped or
killed. Every year, the Take Back
The Night rally starts with this
phrase, and throughout the entire
rest of the rally and the march a bell
is rung every 15 seconds to remind
everyone that even as' we stand
there, another woman somewhere is
being attacked. I have read statistics at the last two Take Back The

ng

Night rallies at the College of

--

--

;

Credit for internships? It'll cost you.

system for giving credit for sumThe school's-currenmer interships is absolutely ridiculous. Students must turn
in proposals detailing their job responsibilities. If the proposal is approved, there are then numerous requirements
which must be fulfilled. First, the internship must be of
some substance you can't just be a coffeecopy boygirl.
Second, you must not receive any compensation, monetary
or otherwise, for your work. This is understandable; oth- erwisc; everyone would be trying to get sociology credits
evaluafor working at McDonald's. After a
tion, which your supervisor must send to the College, it
gets difficult The College then requires you to write a 5
page paper trying your internship experience in with
some scholarly theories. The worst part? In order to receive credit, the student must PAY THE SCHOOL, as if he
or she were enrolled in a summer class. After donating as
d
work, sL;:!y
much as 40 hours a week doing
for the experience, it is a slap in the face to be ex- - cctc I to
then pay over $1000 to receive credit for it. The College
should cut the hard working students a break and give them
the credit they deserve.
...
r.
t

-

.

mid-summ- er

20-2-

"

real-worl-

J

...

-
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Wooster, and I have been surprised
and disturbed each time at what I
read. Here are some statistics that
should sound familiar. One in four
women has been sexually assaulted
by the time she is 16 years old, and
one in six women will be raped in
her lifetime.
I know that Ms. Fenske knows
these statistics, and many more, because she is an RA. She has been
trained to deal with the aftermath of
sexual assault. She knows who is
on the Survivor Support System, and
she knows what a rape kit is. Which
is why she should be the last person
to chastise and belittle survivors of
sexual assault. Her article seemed

remind us of that. Hopefully, everyone who wore a white ribbon
during Women's Week will remember their pledge to never commit,
condone or remain silent about violence towards women. The issues
raised during Women's Week and
Take Back The Night have not diminished since Ms. Fenske 's sophomore year. My hope is that people
on this campus will continue to sup-

'

port the survivors of abuse and
sexual assault year after year in increasing numbers.

Katy Geldrich '99
To the Editor:
I would like to voice my support
of the article in last week's Voice,
"More than take back." While I
agree with the author's point that the

march can be a positive activity

if

The night doesn 't need
to be taken back if it is
not allowed to be lost in

the first place.

used correctly, I also feel that it is
to imply that people who attend the perfect arena for women who
Take Bt ack .Theigbt more than ,
have .had a bad experience; but are
once are emotionally imnjature, and unwilling
to move on because it's
their man hating and
.

need to get over
get on with their' lives. I was left
feeling that Ms. Fenske really hadn't
gotten anything out of her sophomore year experience. She com-

readers (the esteemed Mr. Lohr included) may not know of the very
real health'threats bleached tampons
i
pose to women.
Of course, the potential for en- -'
dometriosis, most cases of Toxic
Shock Syndrome (TSS) and cervi- -'
cal dysplasia only directly affects
half of the population so one might
not be aware of the threats associ- ated with dioxins and rayon in tampons. Just as many women's health
issues have been put at bay by the
media and the medical profession,
so also has this one. I would like to
inform readers about such health risks. '
Most tampons you can find on the
shelf at a drug store will be made of
cotton andor rayon blend. Rayon,
like paper, is made from wood and
other fibrous sources that are then
reduced to smaller fibers of cellulose. This reduction process leaves
behind a brownish color mass that
is then bleached to give the tampon
a brilliant white glare. When done
with a chlorine bleaching process,
the wastewater and resultant tampons contain trace amounts of dioxin. Dioxin is classified as a human carcinogen, is proven to cause
birth defects and is known to disrupt hormone levels in human bod- -'
iesJ Both the FDA and all major
IT.S7' manufacturers of tampons'
claim not to use chlorine gas in the

.

more fun not to.
It's easier to be a victim when you
The Women's Resource
have someone to blame. The night
tampons
doesn't need to be. taken back if it is Center
allowed to be lost in the first on the windows
not
pletely missed the point of the place. By expressing a need to asweek.
march. One of the great things sert women's ability to stand up to Lowry Center
about Take Back The Night is the
tampons:
men, these women are admitting
open mic session after the march.
Super-Space-Ag- e'
some
point,
somehow,
that
they
at
This forum allows survivors to tell
let themselves become the victims. .
their stories, and it is really great
I would, as the article suggested,
like to see Women's Week focus
Every 15 seconds in the
more on the accomplishments of
United States woman
women everywhere. I would laugh
bleaching processes anymore.
at anyone who claims that equality
is beaten,
About five years ago, both groups
has been reached between the sexes, claimed the
same' but liad only rekilled. That's every 15
but we've come a long way. To
of detectable
duced
the
amount
every day, reach that equality, we women need '
seconds
(parts per million rather than parts
the night the to view ourselves not as victims, or per billion) dioxin in thelampons.
not
even survivors, but rather as women
march.
Still found in most tampons,
who are so busy doing and accomrayon seems to pose the most seriwhen people can finally break out plishing that we don't have time to ous threat to women as it has been
of their shells and tell their stories, complain about the faults of men.
directly linked to TSS. Rayon in
and know that they are not alone.
tampons poses a serious health
Sarah Kruse '99 threat to women.
But the purpose of the march is not
a competition to see who can get To the Editor:
During the week of April 4
over their emotional trauma first. It
the WRC will be distributing, free
is a consciousness raising event.
What were those things? Rockof charge, organic, natural cotton
Every 15 seconds in the United
ets? Mutant Sperm? Ohmygod.
tampons made by NatraCare.
States a woman is beaten, raped or OHMYGOD! The Women's ReWomen on campus will have the opkilled. That's every 15 seconds out, source Center painted tampons on portunity to try a Natracare tampon
of every day, not just the night of the windows of Lowry Center last and get more information. These
the march. I was one of the bell week. And not just tampons:
tampons are not as available as other
ringers during the march this year,"
bleached tampons and may cost a
and with each ring of that bell, I;
With the bit mpre than bleached tampons
thought about the women I knew, words USE NATURAL TAMPONS
made by Proctor & Gamble
whose personal tragedies I was com- -' in big, white letters next
to them. Tampax, Tambrands and Kotex.
memorating by participating in the There were tampons everywhere!
For more information, please conmarch. These tragedies happen all'
ext.
Tampons! What did tact the WRC at (330)263-200- 0
HPfM?Leypnf
of oyr U ves. and. they mean? Why were they there? I 2772.
JssXalttssBack XhtuNihiusaaC to would' b wining to bet that many
V i.liVf
unA&imien Hotvedt '00

painted

of
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a
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a newspaper of The College of Wooster community, managed and produced entirely by
students. The Kxr is published each Thursday of the academic ichool year, except dating eianmiationi and breaks.
Opinions expressed herein arc not necessarily those of the entire student body, faculty, college
Vote staff. Unsigned Editorials are written by members of the Ware edMoriil board. Byttacd piece.
lever lo the editor reflect the opinions of the writers.
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Letters continued ...
To the

This letter is in response to Sarah
Fenske's April 8th article about Take
Back the Night. I am a member of
the Women's Resource Center, and
I helped to organize the events of
Women's Week. But I am not writing this letter from the organizer's
perspective; instead, I am writing as
a woman.
I have attended Take Back the
Night two times as well: once as a
prospective student, and for the second time last week. Both times I was
struck by the greater importance of
the event I was a small part of. Many
of the students who attended are victims of abuse, and many of these
abusers were men. But the point of
Take Back the Night is not a sob-fe- st
It is not simply an opportunity
for women to publicly voice every
single time a man has wronged them
and leave with a sense of the wrongs
men have inflicted upon women
around the world.
Instead, it is a time for all students
.

to gain an increased awareness
about sexual assault and domestic
violence though sharing in the experiences of their fellow students.
Take Back the Night is a forum for
everyone to share their voices, and

especially for survivors to share

.

without fear. It provides an environment of support and learning that is
a rarity at other times during the
year.'
I would like to point out that none
of the women or men who shared
their experiences at Take Back the
Night are victims. Instead, they are
survivors. They are here today, living a full life, because they have had
the courage to move on and grow
from their horrifying ordeals. These
women and men deserve respect and
support from all of us for their courage, and they certainly do not deserve to be belittled for what they
;
have lived through.
series
a
not
of
Sexual assault is
isolated incidents that happens in
small pockets. It happens around the
world, every day. to women and men
from all walks of life. It is nothing
to be trivialized. As a campus, we
need to show an awareness of this
important issue. I know that some
people do not come to events such
as Take Back the Night simply because they have no personal experience with sexual assault. But if
people stop coming to these events,
I am worried that they will stop caring and simply accept this abuse. If
we are not all aware of this issue,
then we can do nothing to change
it. Please do not ignore events that
make a focus of sexual assault and
domestic violence. If you are not
;--

';'

aware, then this issue will not
change and you or one of your
friends could be the next victim
sexual assault ,

CLW
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To the Editor:

Editor

;

GREAT tiCVS

of

Meghan Wills '02

It was rather enlightening to discover the true meaning of Take Back
the Night as described in Sarah
Fenske's "More than take back" in
last week's Voice. After attending
several of these marches, the way
in which women and men who are
survivors of rape and sexual assault
were branded in Ms. Fenske's piece
was both offensive and inaccurate.
Rape is a horrible ordeal, the emoof which go on
tional
long after the physical bruises have
healed. Despite this, rape "victims"
somehow go on with their lives.
Anyone who could describe Take
Back the Night as "a night for victims" is clearly missing the point.
Take Back the Night is a night for
celebrating the strength of survivors,
to break the silence so many rape
survivors have maintained because
they felt they had no other option,
and to educate ourselves about the
services to support survivors in the
aftermath of sexual violence.
Those who attended Take Back
the Night this year know that one in
six women will be raped. Is the proliferation of women in campus leadership positions significant when
compared to the true meaning of this
statistic? Sexual violence does not
discriminate. Could it be that some'
of the women who, as Ms. Fenske
put it, "make waves, run meetings,
set policy and take the heat" are survivors of sexual violence as well?
I was astonished to discover that
Take Back the Night's- "ideal purpose should be to give those victims
their pride back so that they can
and move up." I am cumove on
rious to know exactly to where participants in Take Back the Night

jj

W

B---

IWtH

AUUOt- - fOUK- -

after-effec- ts

-

should be moving. Ms. Fenske
makes it sound as if it were impossible to be a "victim" of sexual as-

sault and still be a person worthy of
respect Rather, if you have been
sexually assaulted and you still find
Take Back the Night a worthwhile
experience, you obviously need enlightenment so you may join the
ranks of those who attend Take Back
the Night and "feel nothing."
This is perhaps the most upsetting
of all of the implications of "More
than take back." I happen to hold
one of the positions Ms. Fenske
identified among those worthy of
recognition during Women's Week-Y- et
when I look back on my college
career, the fact that I am one of two
women holding Campus Council
Member-At-Largseats is not the
fact of which I am most proud. Instead, my pride lies in the fact that
not only have I survived, but I have
had the courage to share my experiences at the past three Take Back the
Night marches., ,,
Yes, Ms. Fenske, I have been raped,
But I have never been a victim. ;
e.
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Letter: It's registration as usual
To the

is not an inexpensive school. We
all pay a great deal to come to a liberal arts institution to broaden our
thought and knowledge, and, more

Editor'

As a member of the freshman
class here at Wooster, I would like
to voice my concerns about the curWe
deal
rent registration process. Although
some argued that the system is "fair" to come to
liberal arts '
because of the lottery system, I have
somehow been the last number the. institution to broaden
thought
last two times. I have talked with
many other students about this isknowledge, and, more
sue many of whom have had the importantly, learn more
last number all three registrations.
interests.
I have not even thought about about
what requirements for distribution
I have to take because each time I importantly, learn more about our
have gone to sign up for those interests. The registration process
classes, most of the departments stands in the way of this aspect by
penalizing those students who haphave already been closed (for
that is). My advisor has : pen to get a "bad" number, since
been very helpful with telling me many popular classes close off in a
what classes I need to take, but that matter of minutes. I understand that
it is impossible to see that every stuis irrelevant because I have not gotdent
gets every class they want but
ten a single class which I selected.
to have students receive last draw
I am aware that many students
here have scholarships arid financial more than one time in a row is simaid, but even with that help Wooster ply not fair.

all pay a great
a
and

our

--

--

This year has been a great learning experience for me, and I have
gained knowledge here at Wooster
that I know I would have been denied had I chosen a larger school.
But many students, along with my
parents and I, feel that surely a
school as competent as Wooster can
think of a more organized way to
handle this issue. '

-

Allison Kegley '02

Policy
Letter
500 word MAXIMUM

our

non-majo-

rs,

.

--
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Letters will be edited for
space, grammar and
satanic rituals.
No anonymous letters
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Three more of the things that really piss me off by David Lohr
1. Registration. , We've complained over and over about the
various flaws in the current registration system. Guess what,
Calpin? It still sucks. In some
classes, there are only 10 spots for
juniors: To take that class, you'd
have to be in the first 10 of 400
something students! It's ludicrous.
I 'propose a simple solution. It
wouldn't require much extra effort
Randomly draw a number for a
student first semester, then assign
him the flip number the next If
you get one the first time, you get
14 the next Two the first time. 13
te'sinl)plg,-anr- f
faiit "r
the nett. '

2.

.Warm sunny days." They're
t
responsible for more than one sub-pgrade. I know there's really
nothing that can be done to change
it but it seems like the days you have
papers due or exams are the nicest
days out of the year. When you can
think of a million places you'd
rather be, it's sometimes difficult to
stay focused. But if you don't,
you'll fail the quiz. The quiz will
turn into an exam. You'll fail that
too, and get so discouraged that you
blow off the final. You'll flunk the
class and be so pissed that you can't
stand summer school. And then
Jou'll drop out So itay focused

ar

3. Kosovo. We can help the
ethnic Albanians help themselves.. Here's what I propose.
I think it's been done in the past
There might have been some
scandal around it. but even
though OIlie North couldn't pull
it off, I'm sure we could. Sell
guns to the Serbs. Take their
money, and buy guns and supplies to donate to the Kosovars,
and then they could fight for
themselves. It's kind of like humanitarian aid. You know what
they say. Give a man a fish, he'll
eat for a day. Teach him to fish
and be'll eat for 4 lifetime I ' :
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Youre a king at Bishops "Seniors' ' just keep oh learning

called the Holocaust! And if you're
not acquainted with it, then you betEditor
ter be. because if not, it will happen
again! Intolerance is a terrible, terYes, boys and girls, summer is
With the completion of their Inthing. Also, Pearl Harbor." She
rible
' coming. And with the rapidly rising
se's
Wooster
Studies,
dependent
paused. "You shouldn't ask me betemperatures, places such as TCB Y
niors patiently await the moment of
cause I'm very opinionated," Ruth
and Dairy Queen slowly win over
commencement with dreams of succoncluded, her laughter breaking the
the College crowd. But nothing
However,
cess and graduate school.
beats the novelty of outdoor dining,
little dish. That tradition ended Tension.
a select few "seniors" hope to reand there's no place better to quench
"We take the classes that the stuturn in the fall to continue their around 1979. It probably wasn't
your summer cravings than Bishop's
have to take and don't want
dents
anyway."
healthy
very
higher education, experience more
Fine Dining Drive In.
showing
no disrespect to of college life and prevent their
When asked what they find most to take. I guarantee that if you take
Located down Beall Avenue McDonalds, Bishop's serves it up "brains from getting rusty."
attractive about The College, Ruth a course that the professor loves, it's
(which becomes Cleveland-Massillo- n with panache.
probably the best one they teach."
Every Monday, Wednesday and replied, "McGaw certainly isn't!"
Road, and eventually
Of course, as with most fine din- Friday, senior citizens Ida May Hol"AH of the professors except
"It's very easy to make friends
Route 3), Bishop's is both relaxing
ing establishments. Bishops also land and Ruth Longworth casually within the community," Ida May one have met our expectations," said
and remi- works hard stroll the campus, greeting their answered. "There are many potenRuth. "And we don't know where
niscent of a
to please its young friends and helping one an
tial host families that are happy to she came from," she added. "The
better time.
less car- other to conquer the steps of Kauke. support the college students." question of whether or not a profesNot only do
nivorous Every Monday, Wednesday and Fri
However, it was the academic sor is good is not based on whether
you escape
customers day they brave social stigmas, in- opportunities and activities that es- or not he knows his subject, but
fending for
by offering dulge themselves in their U.S. Hissentially drew these bright scholars whether or not he can convey. EduBISHOP'S DRIVE-Ia table, you
a number of tory class and build upon the edu
cation is of no value if you can't
to Wooster. Ida May has completed
don't even
vegetarian cations they've attained at the col- ' almost all of the psychology classes convey what you've learned."
options, in
to
have
legiate institutions of nearly half a offered by the college, as well as - Both women are involved with on
CODE:
cluding the century ago. Every Monday, several in music, art and anthropolleave your
and off campus activities and have
lame
car. As you
standard Wednesday and Friday they offer us ogy. The women are currently en- plans to continue courses next sedecent
pull in, the
their eyes to appreciate our opporrolled in a United States history mester. Ida May hopes to be able to
good
large menu
cheese for tunities and the history that has supcourse,
covering 1 877 to the present list the religious studies course on
great
$1.35, cotlooms in
them.
ported
"You
have to keep doing things Hinduism among her academic
fabulous
tage cheese
front
of
Born and raised in the nearby with your mind or you'll lose it," achievements, and Ruth is currently
To
you.
for $1.15 town of Apple Creek and having Ida May warned.
learning to play handbells. In their
Scores are based on culinary skill,
your right, a
n
a
d lived in Wooster since 1959; Ruth
sometime, they enjoy aquacizing
leisure
"And
continued,
we
Ruth
atmosphere and service. The opinions
family in a
applesauce is a Heidelberg graduate, with detimes know a heck of a lot more than and attending the musical and thare
expressed
opinions
the
the
of
mini-va- n
at $1.15. grees jfl. both psychology and soci? the, professor does, because we've eatrical performances ; of the
reviewer alone and not affected by ' -B a Ic e a ology, as well as minor in history. lived it!"
'
CoUege"s student body. '
advertising contracts.
fights over
beans are Until retirement,' she served the
"We remember it differently,"
"I really enjoy the students;
who gets
also an op-- community as a social worker and elaborated Ida May, "and we know They're very polite and courteous
" uoii, though
the last on- was licensed to teach. things that went on that aren't ' to us, and we've become really close :
ion ring. Across from you, a couple
the smaller the car, the greater the
Michigan
native, Ida May has printed in the history-booA
with some of them," Ida May said.
' ,
exchanges kisses over their order of risk.
! '
lived in Wooster .lor the last 297 They're teaching the era that we "And the professors have always
wieners and beans. This is Bishop's,
,: Perhaps the most intriguing item
years; 25 of which she owned and' lived in. When .you lived in that em, encouraged us to speak our minds.
complete with a parking lot where, on the menu, however, is the esoperated a private business. "Ruth you look at it differently years later.
"It's great," concluded Ruth. "It's
the sun streams through your winteemed Nutty Muffit. In an hour-lon- g and I met in an aquacize class for For instance, I remember the Dejust that simple. I feel that way
dow and a vat of grease with your
period at Bishop's, you will senior citizens," Ida May said.
pression, .World War n, rationing about The College of Wooster. It's
name on it waiting for you.
hear this name echoed around the
We hope we're aging together,"
food stamps and the years when just that great!"
The menu is extensive, featuring parking lot at least a dozen times. ' laughed Ruth.
. .
Black people had to move to the.
a variety of summer fares as well as
Being the ignoramuses that we
Throughout their years in the city back of the bus. Those were very
some intriguing items for the more were, my sister and I also fell prey of Wooster, these women have witrocky times."
risqul diners. Standard hamburgto the curiosity of the Nutty Muffit, nessed changes both subtle and dras"We don't remember the" war
ers go for $1.35, with cheese and and discovered that it is a double tic to the campus and its traditions.
the states, however," said
bacon burgers slightly more expencheeseburger with coleslaw and nuts,
'
Women used to live in Holden,
Ruth.
sive. For a little extra cash, Bishop's
priced at $2.50. Though we were and where Compton stands, there at
When asked what subjects they
.ra.
sports a giant BLT for $2.45, a steak not privileged to actually see a Nutty one time was 'Hoover Hall,' which would prefer
historical text books
sandwich at $2.25 and several other Muffit on our venture, we were asn r.'.c
burned down," said Ruth She to cover in more depth, Ruth replied.?
standards, like hot dogs and sloppy sured by our waitress that they were paused. "It was time for it to burn." "Some
rMattthings shouldn't be treated
joes. Appetizers are also a specialty a fan favorite.
: .!jy
Ida May added. There used to be lightly. You should know something
at Bishop's, particularly the onion
Bishop's also satisfies the sweet
rings at $1.85. Their fried mushtooth, with generous ice cream sunrooms are also a local favorite at daes at $1.25, and pie for $1.35.
$1.35. Or, if you have a particularly Milkshakes go for $1.85.
strong stomach, get a
To go with its great food. Bishorder with both. Drinks are $.80 for op's also has great waitresses. Ours,
YOUR FAMILY STYLIST
a small, $1.00 for a large, and feaan efficient and impressive Wooster
FOR MEN. WOMEN, CHILDREN
ture all major Coke products.
High student named Megan, really
Of course. Bishop's doesn't want got the job done. She was both comits customers going home hungry, so petent and personable. In fact, she
College of Wooster
in addition to its a la carte sandwiches
was so good that she even left the
Nold
and appetizers, it also features an excorrect change on our tray before we
High
tensive list of dinners. For $3.95, had even paid our bill. "I enjoy
ih.it-patrons receive a feature item (anyworking with people," she said,
North
thing from perch to fried clams to their
when I asked her how she got to be
infamous chili melt), cole slaw, a bisNu Beautique
so good at what she does.
116 North's
cuit with enough butter to swim in,
All in all, Bishop's Drive-I- n de'
1
Liberty
262454
and an order of fries. Once again, the livers. My kid sister perhaps
Mon- - Sat 10 am - 7 pm
135
Beall
Ave.
was
fast,
can
replaced
be
"It
fries
with onion summed it up best:
Wooster, OH
rings, or served half and half.
fairly priced, and our waitress was
10 off with college ID
Also, for families there are both'. really- niee:'
chicken and shrimp dinners avail
able. The chicken dinners have six
pieces in the half order, 12 in the
.full order, both of which come with
fries, rings and rolls. Shrimp dinners have six pieces in a half order,
12 in the full. Half orders come to
$6.95, full orders to $13.50, but
that's really not a bad deal when
compared to the cost of dining at any
fast food place these days. And,

Katie Huber

Co-A&- E

spiritual revivals at McGaw all the
time. And on the Fourth of July,
they would build the 'World's Biggest Sundae on the football field.
It was in the Guinness Book of
World Records and everything!
They had hundreds of gallons of ice
cream and everyone would get a

Leila Atassi
Asst Features Editor
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Housing: Three students cross fingers, pray for rooms
Junior

It's two days until room selection, and you 're starting to sweat. Ifyou
got a bad draw number, you 're wishing on your lucky stars that someare particularly
thing falls though for you. Sophomores and first-yeaunder the gun.
For the benefit and amusement of the campus, the Voice has decided
to look at room draw both before and after it occurs. Using three case
studies, one from each class, the Voice will examine the attitudes of the
three students both going into and coming out of room draw.

location is very convenient for everything. I'm very used to it, and I
like it a lot," she adds.
3
Being a member of Wooster's
Lady Scot soccer team, the club ice J
hockey squad and an athletic trainer,
Pazderak's Holden locale keeps her u
close not only to her friends, but also S
to the PEC.
I
But what are her chances? Al- though there are more singles across g
campus this year, they still can be 2
tough to score. Just ask those seniors
singling it in Armington. ;
But Pazderak isn't too worried.
"I'd say, being a junior, I have about
a 65 percent chance at getting the
room I want," she says.
Going for a single though, presents problems. The one thing that

rs

,

Recreation. The year before, he and
the same group applied for block
housing, avoiding room draw. "Yeah,
we just got that block given to us,"
he explains.
The small house situation offers
5 numerous bonuses. No RA, a kitchen
and a place to play your guitar. But
according to King, walking from Iceman to the center of campus gets a
little old.

Luke Lindberg

Features Editor

Senior
.

Matt King '00

Matt King 00 has been around
campus for a while. An English
major and one of the main reasons
why WCWS no longer bites, just
about everybody knows his face;
But there is one thing that King has
never been through here at Wooster;

rppmdraw,.Jt,i)Cril')!vr th'sim
This year ibe lives in Iceman

House, where be and nine other guys
volunteer for. Wooster Parks and

Main, where they spent the 1997-9- 8
school year. "We still want to live together" King says. Their second
choice is the Luce independent secHe notes that Holden is much
"closer to-- the center of campus

than his current residence. He and
his pals hope to get their wish granted
and return to Holden Main.
But what is the worst case scenario?
StcvensonOr Douglass. Can hey

--

v-

-.

-

-

.-

Z

the Office of Housing
(ext. 2498) '

3

Interviews begin 419 and
continue unto. rosxnoNs ARE
FILLED.

-

-
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Pazderak hopes to pull off the diffi- cult feat of getting a good single as

,

do that? Can they throw you id
there?? lie asks, adding, "That's die
point where you move off campus."

.,143 E. Liberty
Downtown Wooster

junior. She hopes to score that

"a

single in Holden Hall, where she has
lived for the past two years.' "The

single.
What would be the worst option
for Pazderak? Her answer sounds
familiar. Bissman HalL "I just feel
like I wouldn't fit in. Plus, all my
frientb wiU probably be across cam-- ii
pus," she says. .
With any luck, Pazderak won't
;" Z.
have to face' that option.
-

.

'

.

'!
V
!

f

t
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Reagan Fulker '02

First-yeReagan Fulker isn't
getting her hopes up too high. "I'd
like to live in Holden, but I really
don't foresee that happening," she
says frankly. "I'll probably end up
in Stevenson or Armington, but I'm
not very excited about that."
Fulker is aware of the pitfalls of
bad dorms. "The worst case would
be Armington ... I hang out there a
lot, and I've seen the condition of
the dorm. I know I don't want to
live there." she explains. ,
A swimmer. Fulker plans to live
with a friend from, the team. She
currently lives in Wagner, which
was her second choice originally.
. Tit'
pretty sice her" she says. , .,
; But as for Holden, Fulker knows
" that will probably have to wait until
another year.
ar

'69rNew ninth section to start on campus
In the
-

l

squandered on a costly rush and formal.

Voice-- . ;

"

Students interested in joining
Lambda Alpha Chi are urged to

Independents Plan For
.Ninth Section

meet in Lowry Center G07 (near the
Tuesday,
game room) at 7:30
April 29, or call Bob Jimison at extension 327.

A group of Wooster students is
giving birth to a ninth section.
Lambda Alpha Chi. It is designed
to offer a unique and viable al-

p--

built around four basic beliefs:
. (1) That the' sections on campus are far too large to offer real
fellowship. When one is in an organization with more than 30 students, it is almost impossible to
know many of your "brothers"
well. Unity suffers, and the section becomes a mere social club.
?(2) And a section should not
rely on Hell Week to select and
limit its membership. A'pledge's
fitness is proportional neither to
his pain threshold' not it$:tolera-tio- n
of results. r-.'(3) That the small degree of
unity produced by a Hell Week
can be achieved better and less
painfully by other means.
(4) That dues could be drastinot
cally reduced if they-wer-

m

TV Correspondent Kalb

ternative to those dissatisfied
with life as a section member or
independent This brotherhood is

To Examine UJS. Foreign
:

Policy

,

Marvin Kalb, heard regularly on
"CBS Evening News with Walter

Cronkite," will be heard in the
Chapel Sunday at 2 p.m.
The topic of the CBS News Diplomatic Correspondent will be "The

New Foreign Policy: President
Nixon's Response." Mr. Kalb is
analyses of
noted for his
world events, particularly those
in-dep-

th

relations. He
dealing with
was the first journalist to give indication of a Soviet manned orbital
flight, and the first to report mat the
Communist Chinese were about to
explode their nuclear device.
Kalb has worked with CBS for 1 2
years. He was Bureau Chief for the
network in Moscow for six years
after which he returned to Washing-- .
East-We- st

-

J

where she also hopes to land a

major from . Westlake, Ohio.

-

Matha

Thornton emphasizes is that it is
wise to go into room draw with an
idea of who you want to live with.
Going for a single is a risk. And one
Pazderak is willing to take.
Her second choice is Kenarden,

seven and was able to snag the cushy
Holden triple that she now lives in
with two of her closest friends. "It
was a great advantage," she says.
"We were hoping for a triple, and
we got it."
." Pazderak hopes to be as lucky
again this year. A communications

tion-

.

'

Director of Housing

'0 1 knows she

Lealynd Pazderak

really lucked out last year. She
scored sophomore draw number

friends hope to return to Holden

Residence Directors
Needed .ri;.v:Av,5
CCif
applications are now
available at
www.wopster.edurcslife
and

... k

Lealynd Pazderak '01

For next year. King and his

A.

A'

J

.

i
X

-

Sophomore
,

e

,

ton as a top correspondent in that
capital.
Kalb received the Overseas Press
Award in 196S for the best interpretation of foreign affairs on television. This was given him for the pro- gram, "CBS Reports -- The U.S. and
The Two Chinas." His analysis of
events has also been featured in Saturday Review, The New York Times
'
and The Reporter.
As a guest of the College, Kalb
will be available for a question period beginning about 4:30, after bis
speech, in the Pit of Lowry Center.
Chapel credit will be given for
attendance at the speech.

Exiled S. African Talks
' On Apartheid
Gladstone M. Ntlabati. an ordained minister of the Methodist
Church of South Africa, will speak
Sunday morning at Westminster
Church.
Mr. Ntlabati is exiled from South
Africa. He was arrested in South
Africa in September 1963 under the
y
detention law popularly
known as the "No Trial Act," He
was later charged for becoming a
member of the banned African Na
90-da-

--

tional Congress of South Africa
and for speaking out against the
evils of the Apartheid.
. Since his arrival in this country, Mr. Ntlabati has traveled
throughout the US A and Canada,
speaking about the plight of his
people, in South Africa under, a
fascist government that he feels
in only reminiscent of Hitler's
Nazi Germany. Mr. Ntlabati has
been appointed by the African
National Congress of South Africa as its representative in North
America.

Campus Council Ready
To Go Before May 15
Students yesterday approved a
proposal initiating the Campus

Council, which according to
Dean of the College, F.W. Cropp,
will begin meeting by May IS.
Student petitions for the two
positions of council member-at-larg- e
were available beginning
last night, and faculty representatives will be selected at Monday night's faculty meeting.
Council will have the potential
of being the most effective policy
making body on campus.
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"The Matrix" has great effects, but Keanu still can't act
Luke Lindberg
Features Editor

Joe Pantoliano adds panache as

(Laurence Fishburne) to stop a
g
guys in
bunch of

Morpheus' sidekick Cypher, who,

mean-lookin-

In the world of science fiction
films, if your project has a respected
director, some marketable stars and
a prime summer release date, then
logic dictates that you will be rewarded with a blockbuster (see
"Men In Black").
If you have a no name director, a
o
star and a spring opening,
what you have Is a recipe for disaster (see "Johnny Neumonic").
"The Matrix" actually succeeds
despite boasting all three of the
above mentioned science fiction
film poisons. Sharply directed, well
acted and almost too stylish for its
own good, the film offers an escape
so-s-

for just about
anyone.
The film centers around Neo,

like everyone else in the film,

black suits from dominating the human race. Lost yet? A confusing
film is often good, but at times "The
Matrix" takes this confusion a little
too far, although it does eventually
answer all of those questions.
But you can say one thing about
"The Matrix." It's very stylish. The
Wachowki brothers, whose first film
was an underground hit called
"Bound," load up the screen with
slick looking guys in black jackets,
hot women wearing tight- - fitting

;

Sarah Fenske
.

works at a software design company
and may or may not be the savior of
the human race. Strange, huh? Neo
(Keanu Reeves), between jumping
off buildings and dodging bullets,
gets drawn into a web of intrigue as
he joins forces with Morpheus

clothing and about $60 million
worth of special effects.
These effects carry the film
through a slow middle third and
push the movie into high gear during the final 45
minutes. Scenes
of Reeves dodg-

good-lookin-

walls and actually jumping into another guy's body are pulled off surprisingly well.
The performances are also better
than you'd expect Fishburne is his
usual self, working his way through
what is an almost unplayable role.

.

.

,13
-

r

where Shoes gets the ideas for their
wacky skits.. They summarize the
process as "fooling around." "We
bounce ideas off each other. Someone will start with a good idea, and

.

:

b

then someone else builds on it.
We'll tell each other, 'keep that! if
we all like what they improvised,'

they've made their own intramural

.

bap--pe-

Lauren Kulchawik
Editor
Co-A&-

E

They spit out applesause onstage.
They dress like Teletubbies. And
they let you shout out sexual comments at their shows.

"Don't Throw Shoes," the
College's very own improv comedy
group, has reputation for
they poke fun at just about
humor
everyone and everything on this
campus. This weekend, the seven
"Shoes" will bring their unique style
off-col- or

and

off-whi- te

Converse Chuck

Taylors to two other Ohio colleges:
The University of Findlay and The

Kevin Egan '01, as a member of
Student Activities Board, made contacts with the programming boards
at the schools, .which will pay for
Shoes' hotel and give them some
extra cash. They plan on
some of their hit skits from
the past such as the ,"muffui" skit
re-perform-

ing

the funeral
"fun"eral, the
"Mastercard" skits, "high school
talent show," plus "Alphabet" and
their usual core improvs.
"This is an effort on our part to
put our talent out there," said Egan.
Brook Sartoff '01 added sarcastically, "We're trying to cheer up the
depressed people on campus."
V Sometimes yolrhaye Jtp wondeJ

better suck
them inside
out. That's
evil. But what

for

good?

This is a movie without anything to
believe in or anything to fight for,

but instead something to fight
against and great black leather to
wear while fighting.

Sure, I'd fight for Laurence

Fishburne if he wanted me to. But
the movie never makes it clear just
why Keanu would do so. We never learn wnat ne oeiieves in or wnai
makes him ready for the truth when
innr sonws- hoivflA ! an4 hie
and the story's
acter development
climax
is weak as a result
The movie is great to look at and
Fishburne is pretty great to look at
too. But the talkiness of the plot
doesn't conceal its lack of soul. An
articulation of what these heroes are
fighting for might make their fight
against the Matrix a bit more re,
warding.
,

r-

-

-

--

Sonenstein.

Regarding offending people,'

softball team. "We beat the hell out
of the Zetas! !" gloated the Shoes.
The Shoes score in softball and
onstage, most of the time.: "Some
things we think are dumb, the audi-- ',
ence likes, and sometimes we're
psyched about a skit but then they
think it sucks," said the Shoes.
"When you get desperate onstage,
it's the WORST feeling. When
people don't laugh, we have to help
each other shake it off and go back
on like it didn't happen. No one can

explained the Shoes. "Everybody
has their own individual sense of
humor
it would not work other- wise, said Egan. - .;
...... ; - Believe it or not the Shoes do not
love hearing your latest ideas for a
skit "We get a lot of really bad sug- - be funny all the time,
gestions! Whenever anything
especially in Lowry, people
yell 'hey, that's a skit! That would
be so hilarious! It gets really old..
The Shoes have described each '
photo by Amelia Kays . other Clay Drinko '02 is manic
"people stare and wonder"
and
"Shoes " members Drinko, Keith, Egan and Zeigler goof off in practice.
:

not because it follows formula but
because it eschews an important part
of it: it never shows any good to
fight its dark evil. We see the robots harvesting giant fields of babies and plugging them in so as to

these Shoes are made for mocking

Don't Throw anything r

Co-Edit- or

No matter how disgusting science
fiction frequently becomes, there is
still something better about it than,
say, cheesy romantic comedies..
While your average Sandra Bullock
fable doesn't worry about anything
beyond whether or not the girl gets
the guy, sci-- fi goes after the big
questions: what is life? What happens when we die? It also presents
something beyond the narcissism of
g
people banwatching
ter: it believes in good and evil.
That said, the premise of "The
Matrix" is intriguing. What if life
as we see it is really just a bit of
computer-generate- d
reality, used to
enslave humans while robots suck
out their life blood? It sounds silly
here, but once you've been in the
world of The Matrix, a world as

ing bullets in
slow motion,
on
walking

computer
who
hacker
a

dresses in black and has a real retro
haircut.
Even Reeves puts in a good performance, and for a while we forget
he's ... well, Keanu Reeves..

visually incredible as any movie to
date, you almost begin to buy the
possibility.
Computer aficionado Neo (Keanu
"Ted" Reeves) is confronted with
this question after robotic federal
agents seize him
and (gross alert)
literally bug him.
He is soon con- -,
tacted by a small
ship of rebels, led by the incredibly
sexy Laurence Fishburne, who realize the truth and fight against the
robots.
He is then confronted with the
second big question of the film:
would you choose reality if reality
sucked? Would you take a bite of
the apple if it meant you would suddenly realize your breakfast was
gruel and your fight was useless?
Would you choose to fight the robots if it meant losing what you
thought was life for a life so awful
it centers on a colony hidden deep
in the earth's core?
I'm not giving anything away by
tipping you off that good old Keanu
does choose to fight, and turns out
to be a rather good fighter at that
It's all formula; no big surprises
there. But the movie ultimately fails

said

i

Starkoff explained, "it's hard to be
humorous and not offend." Egan
added, "When you do comedy, you're
always walking that fine line."
Shoes
The Conan O'Brien-lovin- g
remember most fondly the time that ;
Drinko popped his knee while practicing an exercise skit "They were
all gathered over me laughing . but
then when they realized I was seriously hurt, they all went with me to
the hospital. That was. nice." said
Drinko.

'

;
:

;

ns,

has excellent facial expression;
Egan tries to bring in the "intellec-

tual sphere" and hints of obscurity,
but also falls off the stage once in

Tn

"

t

GEM

LtdT

Mini Storage

awhile; Arlyn Keith '02 is not
locked into one style, but she plans
on using a "French character? more
often; Shannon Sonenstein '01 is,
always "zany, quirky and so damn;

cute;" Starkoff is "the sarcastic
member who tends to talk about
poop a lot;" Drew Westbury 02 is
"out

of control and takes a charac-

ter and runs with it;" and Tim
Zkgler '02 is the "most refined" group
member with a great stage presence.,
We'll take their word for it
The Shoes have bonded outside,
of rehexsatand.perfQrmance pm

Managed by Premier Real Estate Connection

345-422-

4

(3) Month Payment, (1) Month Free
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Tribute to Madonna Percussion from around
Katie Huber
Editor

performed by Loleatta Holloway,
and is a rather gospel-lik- e
rendition
with much harsher vocals than MaSome people will do anything to donna would have approved.
day, as performed by Heaven 17,
make a buck, and such is certainly
is barely tonal, fighting to find any
the case with the new Madonna tribute CD, "Virgin Voices: A Tribute kind of real melody or tone. The
To Madonna (Volume One)." tune to "Like a Virgin" is also lost
in cheesy drum accompaniment and
Though the songs are all tastefully
selected and arc Madonna originals, whiny vocals.
Only "Live to Tell" is comparable
such as "Like a Prayer" and
"Vogue,' the result is a mix of odds to its original version, though performer Berlin has an annoying counsounds and styles.
"Like a Prayer, for example, is try twang that creeps into her voice
from time to time. And perhaps
worst of all is "Material Girl," which
i JL
might as well be performed by the
iI
ICR
' Overall, though some versions of
these standard pop tunes are somewhat novel and enjoyable, the majority of them are an embarrassing
insult to the musical legacy that Madonna has left behind her. Rather
than inspiring a new feel to the
Co-A&-

tunes, "Virgin Voices" merely
evokes the desire to hunt out old Madonna CDs and purify your ears
with the real thing.
Though some of these may be
heard on the radio down the road,
don't hold your breath. And certainly don't count on there being a
f VelnnHHfcior 4 I 1 1
y

With Pam, 10 off any
service with college ID
"

Pedicures with Michelle

'f

Beginning Friday at

Doug's First Movie
The Mod Squad Go

' '

"i?

!

;

t

(12:30), 4:15, 7:20, 10:15
Life
(1Z05), (2:25), 4:45, 7: 10, 9:40
The
(12:40'4:05, 7:15, 9:50
Analyze This
(12:45), 4:00, 7:00 10:00 ,
The Matrix!
' - (12:35), 4:10, 7:05, 9:55
Ed TV "
; (12:00), (2:30), 5:05, 7:45,10:20
Forces of Nature
r
Ten Things I Hate
'.-'fr v
About You j (12:15), (2:4$), 5:15,7:50, 10:30
i (11:50), (2:20), 5:00, 7:35;l(hl0
Never Been Kissed
Out-of-Town- crs

"

.

--

-

.

,

.

.

.

..

(Times) Saturday and Sunday only,

No passes,.
Coming Friday, April 23rd: 'Pushing Tin'
For complete listings any time, call

foot-tappi-

345-875- 5.
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Study requirements for his Bachelor

1

a.

;

of Arts in music performance. Most
music majors receive a Bachelor of
Music, but Pollack decided to take
a different approach for his degree.
The B A basically means less music
and more liberal aits. Pollack has
incorporated this idea into his recital
by choosing pieces from different
parts of the world. "I think what
makes my recital different is that,
because I'm a BA major, I felt that
it should be more than playing a lot
of good, difficult music. It should
have something that is a little more
intellectual and show that I took
those courses outside of the music
major and put it together that way
as well." ,
AnS rh?
he rial etibm o
play do just that. "I tried to use the
theme of traditional music so it's not
just concert music, but dance music
from around the world as well as
music played on traditional ethnic
instruments." His recital repertoire

i

-

-

--

Jies

semble, a piece from Guinea, a marimba ensemble piece from Mexico,
a large marimba piece by a Japanese
composer and works translated from
Spanish guitar pieces for marimba.
Pollack has invited many other
musicians to accompany him on his
recital. For the larger group pieces.
Pollack will be joined by Dave
Bartlett 99, Kevin Himes '00, Katie
Huber '01, Doug Huston '01 , Pete
Kurty '00, Jeff Mansell '01, Visit-

ing Professor of Anthropology
Roger Lohmann and percussion instructor Tom Fries. The experience
of these performers has been both
enjoyable as well as educational.
"I've known John for four years, and
he's a very good percussion player.
I consider it an honor to play with
him on something this big, and think

it should go really well," stated
Bartlett. Kurty agreed, adding. "I
think John's recital is doing exactly

A

rC

recital to fulfill his Independent

niment, a tango from Argentina
played by a small marimba en-

(12:20), (2:50), 5:20, 7:55,10:25

:

When you mention the words
"percussion recital" to most people,
the first image that comes to mind
probably involves a drum set or
tympani. John Pollack will change
these views on April 18 at 4 p.m. in
Gault Recital Hall when he presents
his senior recital, filled with
percussion pieces.
Pollack is presenting his senior

Dances from Brazil," played on the
marimba with percussion accompa-

(11:55), (2:15), 4:30
.7:40,10:05

-

Asst. A &E Editor

includes such pieces as "Four

Movies 10

d

Molly McKinney

E

Tips
Hot
,lr-nci

the-worl-

what its purpose is, to educate both
the audience and the players about
different cultures and how music
contributes to those cultures. I've
learned a lot about the style of music in different cultures, and I think
he's htkievbd Ms- goah very velkf
-

John Pollack: marching to the beat of a different marimba
Pollack started playing music in
fourth grade, but it was not until
middle school when he had his first
percussion teacher and realized that
it was more than just playing a snare
drum with a band. "I took it really
seriously from about eighth grade,
studying with a professor at
Baldwin-Wallacand really got to
see more and more different types
of playing," Pollack said. He was
drawn to Wooster by the campus and
the number of opportunities but was
not immediately set on music as a
major. "All through high school I
was convinced that I wasn't going
to do music. I thought it was a
e,

hobby." But when he came to
Wooster, he found his interest and
talent in music and decided to make

PHOTO BY LOU LiNOtC

it his major. Pollack is in both the
marching band and symphonic band
and plays the drums with the pipers. In the summer, he travels with
a pipe band to Canada on the weekends, which he does mostly for fun.
"That's the point I'm at now. I play
for what I really want to play."
Take the opportunity to see Pollack perform on Sunday. And be
prepared to tap your feet and even
dance in the aisles. All of the players agree with Pollack, as he says,
"It's going to be the type of recital
where the audience should be tapping their feet and having fun. If
people get up and spontaneously
dance on some of the faster songs,
it would be great. It's that kind of
recital."

Lowry
Make
to
tracks
t i
VViWtWrVViVtV,VMW
FOR EARLY VEHICLE REGISTRATION
April 20th and April 2 1st
10:30 a.m. - 2 p.m. &

4 p.m. - 7 p.m.
.

$20 per year
Cash, check or COW card

Bring vehicle registration for proof of ownership

-

iQyftVy

ffirt Security x2590
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Hinner powers Scots to victory
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Huffinan breaks record
Rachel Dawson
Staff Writer

On Friday afternoon. The College
of Wooster track teams set off for a
dual meet held at Oberlin College.
Senior Beth Huffman '99 began the
meet with an excellent performance
in the 5000m race.

Even with the steady rain,
Huffman won the race and set a new
school record of 8: 17.8. The previous school record of 8: 8.82 was
1

1

1

set in 1992 by Beth Blakemore.

The meet continued with the
men's 5000m, the women's steeplechase, the high jump and the javelin,
but due to strong winds and the cold
rain storms, the rest of the events
were cancelled.
The men's and women's track
teams will be travelling to Ohio
Wesleyan University next Saturday
to compete against all of the collegiate runners, jumpers(andhrowere
in Ohio.

.
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a modest guy.
When asked
how many RBIs
he has, he just
shrugs. I think
it's about 40,'' he says.
For Flinner, the goal is not to pad
his own stats, but rather to help improve the Scot lineup. "This team is
as good as any Wooster team I've
been on," he says. In fact, when you
ask Flinner about baseball, he won't
battell you about his
ting average. He won't tell you that
he has been one of the Scots' cornerstones for the past three seasons.
He won't even mention that he's on
pace to break the school's homerun
record.
What he will mention is that this
Scot baseball team can run with anyone. "We can definitely make it
ng

The Flinner File

'

V

1

"

C

of the season on Tuesday.
don't care."
Hopefully, Flinner will get his
wish and play for the national championship in late May. But right now,

the Scots turn their attention to
NCAC foe Ohio Wesleyan, who
they close out the season against
Flinner's bat should increase the
Scots' chances. Some of the younger
hitters should get their due credit
too, Flinner adds. "All the freshmen
have played up to their potential so
far," he says. But until Flinner gets to the National Championship, be will nave to
coritinuedming on opposing pitchers.

Marietta and

Otterbein," he

notes.
The final de
cision, though,
came down to the coaching: "I liked
Coach Pettorini a lot.. I knew this
was a hitting school, and that's what
I liked."
The rest is history. Flinner has
been one of the Scots' cornerstones
since he set foot on campus in 1996.
Even shifting back and forth from
one position to another doesn't hurt
the guy. Last year he primarily
played first base. This season, he is
the Scots' regular third baseman.
- "It doesn't really matter to me
where I play," he adds. "When
Chris Mihin '99 and I get in the
lineup together it really helps. The
goal is just to get as many hitters in
vthe lineup as we can at one time. If
I nave to move to third to do that, I

3sfiT.
'.'.UJtiauv

CareerKofeF

('97. 98)

:
1
Second team
f
Set school record for most home runs by a freshman with 11.
1
On pace to set school record in home runs and RBIs..
Picked up a save in the Scots' first NCAA Division III Championship j
game in 1997.
.
,
AYGi
1IB
Year fi
II
B
Afi
.323 . : 39
"II
158 . 34-- '
1997 49
5l.
- .336
-1
1
45
44
134
1998 45
- 9
46
.472
50
106:. - .38
1WO 32
All-NCA-

PHOTO BY LOU LlNDIC

.

Shane Flinner '00 hit his ninth home run
there this year," he says, referring
to the national championship. "We
haven't played our best game this
year by far. We're gonna be real
tough once everyone gets it all going together."
But whether or not he likes to talk
about his personal stats, his Wooster
history is filled with hitting accomplishments. Flinner hit .336 last
season, adding 1 1 home runs and 54
RBI to his total.
Becoming a Scot was not a sure
thing for Flinner when he graduated
from Triway High School in nearby
Shreve in 1996. "I looked at Ken
tucky, Dayton,

good,'but I'm doing better in

team-leadi-

Wooster

i

Wooster this year too. I'm just learning to become a better hitter,"
Flinner says.
But becoming a better hitter isn't
something that just happens overnight. Each season. Coach Tim
Pettorini takes each player aside and
helps them set their goals for the
upcoming season.
"This year, my goal was to hit
over .400 and have 15 home runs,"
Flinner notes. If he keeps hitting this
way, Flinner shouldn't have too hard
of a time pulling this off.
But Flinner is
.

Oberlin
EbenAskins(L)

in

er

3

5.0
2.0
4.0

--

.

0
0

H

IE

Wooster

5

4
0
0

Shane Flinner '00 isn't the loudest guy you'll ever meet. He doesn't
use his mouth to intimidate opposing pitchers. He doesn't need to. He
uses his bat
It's not hard to intimidate opposing pitchers when you're hitting
.472. It's also not hard to accomplish this feat when you have 46
RBIs, have scored 50 runs, have hit
nine home runs and have 50 hits.
It's pretty clear that this guy can
hit. In fact, he's seeing pitches like
they're watermelons right now.
In the first game of a double-headon Tuesday, Flinner went
two for four, scoring two runs, batting in three more and adding his
ninth home run of the season. The
guy is on a tear.
"Down in Florida I always start

.
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Luke Lindberg
Features Editor

Baseball Box Scores
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OWUbeats
Lady Scots

-V

-

'

i

The Lady Scots traveled to Delaware on Wednesday to battle the
Bishops from Ohio Wesleyan. Despite five goals from Kate Messer
'99, the Lady Scots fell 13-- 8 in the
NCAC duel. The game was close
until late in the second half when
Ohio Wesleyan pulled away.
The loss drops Wooster's record
3 in the NCAC. Earlier in
to
the week the Lad Scots split to
games in Maryland. On Saturday,
Wooster defeated Hood 17-- led by
six goals and three assists from
Maggie Buckingham "00.
Jessica Critchlow 01 chipped in

James Allardice
Sports Eoitok
After an impressive 13-- 2 win
over Marietta, the Scot lacrosse

5.

"

You can

earn more than

$18,000 during a standard

Army Reserve enlistment... and over $7,000
if you qualify for the
Montgomery GI Bfll...s
help in paying off a qualified student loan up to
$10,000, if eligible..
YouH usually serve one

weekend a month plus
two weeks' Annual Train-

team suffered an embarrassing loss
to Ohio Wesleyan on Wednesday.
Last Thursday Ryan McNally
'02 led the Scots to victory, scoring five goals in the Scots third

-

Christensen '02 each scored one

TOV&RDYOUR
DIPLOMA.

k

win of the season. The Scots
jumped out to a 10-- 1 halftime lead
.

The Wooster golf team traveled
to Granville last weekend to com-

pete in the Denison Invitational
tournament. Wooster finished tenth
out of 14 teams, for a weekend total
of 662 (334, 328).
Nick Balcken '01 again led the
score of 155,
team with a two-da- y
finishing in a tie for 1 1 th place overall. Balcken shot a respectable 80
on Saturday and finished strong on
Sunday with a 75. He is currently
averaging 78.6 strokes per round.
Dean Pasalis '02 finished second for
d
total of
the Scots with a
160 (79, 81), tying for 25th overall.
Overall, the weekend went well
for the Scots, who showed an im- -

Matt Nierenberg '00 scored
three goals and notched one assist
and Brandon Mohr '02 scored two
goals.

Jed Williams 01 came back

two-roun-

tougher," said Wooster Head Coach
Rich Danch.
"Nick Balcken had a strong outv
ing, and Dean Pasalis had a pretty
good tournament, but we still need
more production from the lower end
of the lineup.
Rounding out the field for the
Scots were Brett Holmgren 99
Rich McCormick '02
and Will Rubinow '99

service.

V

Think about it.
Then think about us.
And call today:
264-114- 6
BE ALL YOU CAM BE

RESERVE
ARMY
www.goarmy.com '

"

8).

7--

Friday, April23

Lotvry Lobby
10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Booths, Crafts and Doorprizes

6--

Riva

that "overall the team played very
well ... and though we lost to
Denison the match was still competitive."
Riva also noted that the team's
doubles play has been very strong
this season. Individually, he now
stands at an impressive 3 mark at
number one for the season and is 6
overall. Marcell is 5 for the season, while Gale, Sintich, Wiley and
Sharpe have each compiled 10-13-3
and 12-- 3 records respectively.
The Scots next travel to face
Kenyon in Gambier on Saturday and
then host Allegheny the following
Tuesday. They stand at 14-- 2 overall. 0 in NCAC play.
6--

8--

3--

6,

11--

2,

3--

Lady Scots beat OWU

Par-

weekend at the Wooster Country
event
Club. The two-dabegins at 10:30 a.m. on Friday and
1 1 a.m. on Saturday.

Earth Fair

7-- 5,

7--

4)

tion that we can play competitively
even if we don't win."
in the top 10

Sarah Fenske

lor Invitational Tournament this
36-ho- le

Sinticji, Wiley and Ogg were
straight set winners at the one, three,
five and six spots respectively.
At number two. Gale overcame
some resistance from his opponent
to win 3 in the deciding set, while
Sharpe came from a set down to beat
his opponent at number four.
After the match against CWRU.

2X

(88-88-17- 6)

y,

6--

6-- 1,

7-6(-

ter, but the conditions were

The Scots host the Wooster

In singles play, Riva was an im4
winner at number
pressive
one, supported by winning performances from Sintich and Sharpe
6
(5) and
with scores of
at the number three and five
spots respectively. At the losing end
for the Scots were Gale, Paul Wiley
0I and Ogg, all of whom lost their
matches in straight sets.
The Scots thus carried an impressive 13-- 2 record in to Wednesday's
NCAC matchup against Case Western Reserve. Though they came out
comfortable 0 winners, the match
was more competitive than the score
suggests. Marcell did not play for
the Scots due to continuing injury
problems. As a result, Sharpe filled
6-- 3,

provement over their performance
at Kenyon. "We played a little bet-

(91-87-17-

8--

8--

8--

from an injury to score one goal.
Also scoring were Hank Parrott
'02 and Jeff Thomas '02.
On Wednesday the Scots suffered a humiliating 27-- 6 loss at
home against Ohio Wesleyan. -

(87-85-17-

8--

"

Balcken finishes 11th
Davtd Lohr
Viewpoints Editor

doubles

Sharpe and Riva went down early
against their Case opponents but
came back with a strong effort to
record an 6 win. Gale and Carney
were winners at the second spot by
an identical scoreline, and Sintich
and Ogg were 4 winners in the final match. In singles play, Riva.

sounded an
ever, with
. . overall the team played
P m'
from
wins
ana though we lost note
vey wM
about
.
and
Gale
Carney and to Denison the match was stdl tne team s
prospects for
Sintich and Competitive, ' Riva Said.
the remain
Ogg at the
second and third doubles spots with der of the season. On the team's performance at the GLCAs he stated
scores of 2 and 4 respectively.

and never looked back.

ing. And youll serve with

an Army Reserve unit
near your campus.
Over $35,000 toward
college - for part-tim- e

crucial
point, how- -

Scots blown out by OWU

4--

WE'LL KBf
YOU 035,000

4--

photos by Amelia Kays
Ryan McNally '02 makes a move towards the goal on Wednesday.

three goals and Messer, Emily
White '02 and Robin Woodard '99

-

f

ad

4--

5,

goal.
On Saturday the Lady Scots will
play host to Mercyhurst at 1 p.m.'

Denison was able to clinch the final
point it needed for victory by beating the Scots in all three doubles
matches.
After losing to Denison, the Scots
against conferwent
ence foe Kenyon in the third place
decider. The match was well contested with the Scots emerging narrow 3 winners at the end. Marcell
was unavailable for singles play but
did play doubles where he and Riva
lost 8 in the first match.
Wooster was able to salvage the

4

3--

each scored two goals.
On Sunday the Lady Scots played
Frostburg. Frostburgjumpedoutto
a 0 lead and never looked back,
going on to win 10-Critchlow scored two more goals
and Woodward, Messer and Kim

straight sets loser at number six.

head-to-he-

.

in for him in the first doubles match.

continued from page 12
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James Allardice
Sports Editor

6-- 5,

Tennis sweeps Gase

i

Co-Edit- or

After the grueling loss, the Lady

The Lady Scot tennis team
crushed Ohio Wesleyan yesterday
rebounding from a tough pair of
losses at the GLCA Tournament in
Oberlin. They now look ahead to
two weekend matches against conference rivals and their big chance
to finish above .500 in NCAC play.
In their first GLCA match, the
team was stuck facing national top-1- 0
finisher Hope. "We lost 1 in a
8--

1,

8--

five hour match;" Coach Lisa
Campanell Komara said. "Despite
that score we were very, very competitive. ... It could have easily been
4
match."
a
The only win of the day belonged
to Sarah Strickler 0l at number two
singles. "It was one of those games
where everything was perfect."
Campanell Komara said. "Overall
the match was a very good indica
6-- 3.

5--

--

Scots found themselves moved
abruptly to a new surface with little

time to prepare before facing
Kalamazoo. "We were fatigued."
Campanell Komara said. "The surface was much quicker, and we
didn't have time to adjust." The
team lost
Still, the coach was happy. "I'm
glad we went," she said. "It gave us
a lot of exposure to better players."
That exposure paid off Wednesday, when the Lady Scots took each
singles match and lost only two
doubles. As they face Allegheny
Friday and Wittenberg Saturday on
their home court, they have the
9-- 0.

chance to raise their conference
Campanell Komara
record to
sees the tougher Allegheny as the
more exciting match: "That'll be
close."
5-- 2.

Sports
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Scots make easy work of Oberlin

also took advantage of eight bases
on balls and four wild pitches. On
the opposite side, Werner was dominant, striking out nine and limiting
the Yeomen to just two hits.
Game Two saw what people exmatchpect in an Oberlin-Woostup: a blowout. In the first inning
lead
Wooster staked itself to a
and never looked back. The second
and third inning saw the Scots score

I ,:

j

er

1- -0

it-

-

-

L

four runs apiece, and Wooster
headed into the bottom of the fourth
inning with a 1 lead.
Seventeen batters, 12 hits, two
walks, three hit batters and three
errors later, the Scots had a 2 1 1 lead
as the Wooster offense exploded for
12 runs. In the sixth inning the Yeomen would tack on three runs, bringing the final tally to 21-Twenty-tw- o
different Scots saw
playing time in the win. Leading
the way were Ben Byo '01 and Mike
Morris '99. Byo went
and scored three times while Morwith two home
ris was
runs. Also going deep for Wooster
was Chris Mihin '99.
Matt Englander 02 boosted his
record to 1 with the win. He
pitched four innings, giving up one
run on four hits.

:"

K!

',

-

9--

--

r

X

4.

three-for-fo- ur

two-for-fo-

PHOTO BY LOU LlNDIC

Aa Englander '02 pitched a

complete game

two-h- it

James Allardice
Sports Editor
It's always nice to see Oberlin on
the schedule. Regardless of the
sport, Oberlin almost always translates into an easy win for the Scots.
Baseball is no different.
Coming into Tuesday's double-headwith the Yeomen, the Scots
had not won a home game since
April 28, 1998. Last season the
Scots were undefeated at home, but
midway through the '99 season, the
Scots were still looking for their first
home win.
Oberlin came along at the right
time. In the first game of the

shut-o-

ut

on Tuesday.

3--

Even with a 0 deficit, the
Yeomen were still in the game. In
the fifth inning Oberlin loaded the
bases after one single and two consecutive walks. Oberlin brought the
tying run to the plate, with Werner
struggling to find the strike zone.
But Werner escaped the jam without giving up a run when he got the
Yeomen batter to ground out on a
weak grounder to first. In the bottom of the inning, Wooster put the
4--

ur

1--

16

Earlier in the week the Scots
earned a split with Allegheny on the

road. The Gators feature the
NCAC's most potent offense, but

Erick Gale '99 won in three sets yesterday against Case.

PHOTO BY AMERUA KAYS

Kenyon awaits rematch

against his onfancied 'opponent.

Kunal Singh

4
Jake Sintich '02 turned in a
performance at the number three
spot which was enough to clinch the
victory for the Scots. Gale and Dave
Carney '99 were winners at number two doubles, as were Sintich and
Rob Ogg '00 in the final doubles
matchup.

dominated on the mound pitching
a complete game shut-ou- t.
In the
past several years, the Scots have
developed a reputation for being an
explosive, offensive powerhouse.
But in the First game of the double-headon Tuesday, the Scots were
forced to manufacture runs.
The Scots struck first, scoring two
runs in the second inning. Oberlin
pitcher Eben Askins walked two and
both scored on wild pitches. In the
third inning the Scots would extend
their lead in a more traditional manner when Shane Flinner 00 slugged
a two-ru- n
home run to
field, his ninth of the season.

Ciccone on four pitches, allowing
Flinner score.
The Scots only pounded out five
hits, but all were timely. Wooster

Wooster's pitchers limited Allegheny to just five runs in both games.
Pettorini got a strong performance
in the first game from Ben Maibach
'00, who gave up two runs in six
innings of work, but Allegheny's
Jeff Mountain was dominating, allowing just six Scots to reach base
two by way of singles, two on
walks and two who were hit by
pitches. Mountain pitched a complete-game
shutout, striking out
eight. Allegheny won
Game Two saw another solid performance from the Scot pitching
staff, as Morris and Englander combined to surrender only three runs.
Wooster's bats came alive in the
second game, banging out nine runs
on ten hits. Wooster won
This week the Scots will play host
to Case in a doubleheader on Saturday in an NCAC match. On Sunday, Wooster will host Walsh at 1
p.m. Wooster's busy week continues when the team travels to Ohio
Dominican. The Scots are currently
tied with Allegheny atop the NCAC,
but they are yet to play powerhouse
Ohio Wesleyan.

Baseball

Women's Lacrosse

Men's Lacrosse

Women's Tennis

Men 's Tennis

Sat. Case (2) I p.m. (H)
Sun. Walsh I p.m. (H)

Sun. Alfred 12 p.m. (H)

Sat. Kenyon 2 p.m. (A)

Fri. Allegheny 4 pjn. (H)
Sat. Wittenberg I p.m. (H)
Mon. John Carroll 3:30 p.m. (H)

Fri. Ohio Northern 4 p.m. (H)
Sat. Kenyon I p.m. (A)
Tues. Allegheny 3:30 p.m. (H)'
Wed. Oberlin 3:30 p.m. (H) .

er

f

Athlete of the Week:
Shane Flinner, p. 10

doubleheader, John Werner '02

er

right-cent-

Wed.

er

Ohio Dominican 3:30p.m. (A)

2-- 0.

game away for good. With twoouts
Trevor Urban '99 walked, stole second and scored on Flinner's bloop
single to centerfield.
The Scots continued to manufacture runs, as Flinner stole second,
Chris Mihin '99 was walked and
Ben Byo came to the plate. Byo
quickly found himself in a hole, but
battled back from a
count to earn
a walk and load the bases for Dave
Ciccone '01. Askins continued to
1- -2

struggle with control, walking

Sat. Mervyhurst

I p.m. (H)

Golf
FrL-Sa-

t.

Wooster Invitational (H)

.

9-- 3.

Outdoor Track "
Sat

All-Oh- io

Championship

(A )

6-- 1,

Tennis Correspondent
. The Scot tennis team added to its
string of impressive results this season with a solid third place finish at
the Great Lakes College Association
meet in Kalamazoo, Mich., this past
weekend, followed by a win at home
against Case on Wednesday.
The Scots went into the weekend
meet having lost only one match
thus far this season, but they knew
that things were going to get much

Following the win against
Oberlin, the Scots were up against

the formidable Big Red from

tougher. Their opposition at the
GLCAs included national powerThey began their campaign
4--

'99 celebrated his return to the
singles lineup with a comfortable
1 victory at the number one
singles spot and also teamed up with
Matt Riva '99 to come out a 2
winner in the first doubles match.
Riva did not compete in singles play,
and filling in for him at the number
two spot was Erick Gale '99, who
was a surprising straight sets loser
6-- 2,

6--

8--

Denison. Fielding a full strength
side against the same team the Scots
had faced last year, the Scots went
down 1 to the Big Red, but not
without some encouraging results.
Playing his second match back from
Denison's
injury, Marcell
star number one player Lee Hayes
for a second straight year.
Marcell prevailed in a thrilling
three set encounter by a score of
Riva put up a gutsy
showing at the number two spot but
4-- 6
came out a
loser. In the final singles match counting towards
the score, Andy Sharpe 99 was a
4--

houses Denison and Kalamazoo.
against the Yeomen from Oberlin,
and as expected they emerged comfortable 1 victors. Bill Marcell

6--

,

up-end- ed

6-1,4-6,7--

6(7-3).

3-- 6,

please see TENNIS SWEEPS
'
CASE, page 11

